ADVISORY SERVICES
Expert knowledge for program impact

OUR STAFF CAPABILITIES & COMPLIANCE PARTNERS IN CHINA
Creating impact and reaching your goals can require research and additional support. Give2Asia is 100% focused on improving the quality of philanthropy and helping donors create successful campaigns and programs. Our flexible Advisory Services can be tailored to your needs, and range from initial research and program recommendations, expanded stewardship during projects, to long-term program management and training for your stakeholders.

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC RESEARCH & ASSESSMENTS
G2A has experts in each country on a wide range of issues, and the ability to carry out research on changing needs and new opportunities to help you direct your philanthropy where it is needed. Partnerships can require work, and G2A can provide the resources to work with your partners to ensure deliverables are prepared properly and on time, and that your partners get expert support.

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION & GRANTEE DUE DILIGENCE
Identify potential partners and ensure that the groups you wish to fund are well run and have the ability to carry out the work you wish to support.

SITE VISITS
Sometimes seeing is believing. G2A can coordinate site visits to existing and proposed projects, and provide on–site local perspective on what you see.

GUIDANCE ON GRANT-MAKING COMPLIANCE
G2A makes hundreds of grants to Asia each year. Thanks to the knowledge we have built over time on compliance for international grant making, we can help you give confidently in support of projects across the Asia Pacific region.

ONGOING PROGRAM STEWARDSHIP
For donors who are engaged in more than a single grant, G2A can help manage your portfolio of projects, work with you to keep track of your aggregate programming, and support coordination with other stakeholders.

EXPANDED MONITORING & REPORTING
For projects that need more hands-on work and analysis of results, G2A has the context and the local connections to make sure the project stays on track and that results are clearly understood and communicated.

STAKEHOLDER FIELD TRAINING & ENGAGEMENT
G2A often works with donors who have teams and stakeholders both inside and outside of Asia. Our local presence helps deliver expert training and support engagement and volunteerism across your team, and to provide expert guidance to new team members.

HOW TO GET STARTED

- Request a meeting at [www.give2asia.org/request-consultation](http://www.give2asia.org/request-consultation)
- Give us a call: +1.415.967.6300 +852 3963 9639 (HK SAR PRC)
- Send us an email: info@give2asia.org hk@give2asla.org